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PART 2 – General Care of Dogs 
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Page 5 - 1. Identification of Dogs 
 
Whilst it is noted that Microchipping and Tattooing is recognised as identifying dogs, clubs have been 
tattooing dogs ears without any issues for over 30 years, emotional sentiment should not interfere in this 
process, it is a recognised and quick solution to identify a breeder whilst a microchip identifies the owner, 
assuming that the owner has transferred the microchip into their name.  Dogs West Breeders do this after 
the puppy has been sold, it is done by registered implanters or vets.  One of the issues with microchips is 
that there is no NATIONAL REGISTER and some states you cannot access details of the owner even by vets, 
namely NSW as one, this needs to be addressed and a resolution made to fix this problem 
 
Page 6 – Transfer of Ownership 
 
a/  A puppy is at least 8 weeks of age -  Dependent of the age of the puppy, a bitch will start to get fed up 
of puppies that now have TEETH trying to still suckle at 8 weeks, by 8 weeks, the bitch is already wanting to 
not have them around her as they are quite aggressive in suckling her and she has no milk and they are 
fully weaned, a bitch can have anything from 1 pup to 16 pups dependent on the breed, where is the 
scientific evidence that a puppy will suffer by not being with the mother, some breeders have a litter from 
a bitch that is not their bitch and the owners want it to be returned to them, this practice is done around 
the world as some breeders have a bitch in a home on breeders terms and conditions 
 
Page 8 – G3.3 Efforts should be made to control pests 
 
You have omitted to list TICKS, which can be very debilitating to a dog and are prevalent in Western 
Australia in our bush and park areas 
 
Page 9 -S4.1 Crating of Dogs 
 
Where a dog has had a serious injury and on vet advice is to be confined to a crate to restrict its movement 
either due to surgery or broken bones with the gate closed, what does the owner do when they have to go 
out or overnight, they can only let the dog out supervised for toilet runs, this is a totally unreasonable 
regulation with no thought being given to how an owner should address the vets advice, you have not 
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 included this in your rationale.  It is for the dogs health that it is there, again where is the scientific 
evidence to prove this or is it emotion again 
 
Page 11 – Transport of Dogs 
 
No where is it mentioned whilst transporting a dog in the back of an open UTE a temperature regulation, 
can you imagine the heat in the tray of a Ute on a day that exceeds 20 celsius and has sat outside in an 
open area not under any shade and you transport a dog tethered for safety and there is no covering on the 
tray, even a rubber mat would be very hot 
I can find no mention of a company who transports dogs that they are required to have an airconditioned 
vehicle, most pet owners would have in their vehicles.  A number of PROFESSIONAL ANIMAL 
BEHAVIOURISTS Commented on this guideline and others as risking creating more problems 
 
Page 13 – 7 Health and Veterinary Care 
 
Kennel Cough is mentioned:- 
Due to the stigma of the name implying that a dog can only catch Kennel Cough from a Kennel, the name 
has been changed to Canine Cough, whilst vaccines still have the KC initials, vets are now referring to it a 
Canine Cough which can be caught anywhere where dogs congregate and a kennel has to have an infected 
carrier dog board to spread it around, vaccines do not cover every strain of Canine Cough like the human 
vaccination doesn’t, kennels try hard to educate dog owners as do vets 
 
Page 14 – Preventative Health 
 
G7.7 Human medication when you are not near or even close to a vet practice and your dog is having a 
severe allergic reaction, what is the owner supposed to do in an emergency, many human products are 
prescribed by vets for the owners dog as are compatible, again where is the scientific evidence 
 
Page 18 – Recommended Guidelines 
 
G10.5 Training should be discontinued or modified when the training causes the dog to be anxious or 
distressed, again where is the scientific evidence.  Dogs are being trained at times to modify there being 
anxious, to stop training is teaching the dog it has won, it is not anxious due to the training, it is anxious as 
like a child it doesn’t want to do it, this is an emotional recommendation of nonsense as the articles in the 
paper indicated over a number of days, even our Premier commented on it on the front page of our 
newspaper has distanced himself from the guidelines publicly, dog expert behaviourists commented on it  
as implying that these guidelines would be creating more problems due to the lack of knowledge by those 
that have created them, one commenting that they are losing common sense and we agree and that these 
draft guidelines would place onerous restrictions on dog owners and should be dismissed – deleted 
 
Page 20 – Minimum Standards – Restraints 
 
G12.7 Choke Chains should only be used under the guidance of a veterinarian or by an experienced dog 
trainer.  What would a veterinarian know about training with a choker collar, they are trained for medical 
treatment not how to train your dog, utter nonsense, some dogs are so powerful it is with the use of these 
collars that the owners can control their dog 
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Page 20 – Electronic Collars 
 
S13.1 – The use of these by owners is a last resort, they have neighbours complaining, they have Council 
Rangers knocking on the door, they have threatening notes left in the mail box, they have threats of killing 
the dog/s, they even have people baiting dogs over the fence and killing them, again where is the scientific 
evidence.  What are dog owners supposed to do to prevent their dogs barking, dump them, lock them up,  
euthanize them, they are family pets, some dogs do it when their owners have moved into a new house 
and have noisy neighbours of kids they are not used to, even another dog that makes noises new along the 
dividing fence, where both owners are now going to work when one used to be home during the day, 
changes change a dogs behaviour, owners don not know until they receive complaints.  A collar used 
properly does stop a dog from barking, it learns quickly, you can actually put a collar on and not switch it 
on and the dog wont bark, to suggest that it only be used when supervising the dog means the dog can 
bark all day and then when the owners are home they can put it on so the dog then associates the owners 
when home with wearing the collar for no reason, when they could be verbally checking the dogs 
behaviour.   Policing what brands are available to distressed dog owners would be of more value than 
banning them, again emotional interference prevails to the detriment of the dog who have no choice as 
barking is a dogs way of communicating.  Veterinary surgeons in these guidelines are being promoted as an 
animal behaviourist and they are not, unless have qualified by doing a certificate course of which there are 
not many choices in Australia and display this certificate  
 
Page 23 Breeding of Dogs 
 
S15.1 – (c) The minimum age of a male dog be a minimum of 9 months of age, dependant on the breed.  
Many dogs are mature at 9 months of age and being able to do stud duties allows them to develop 
hormone wise and mature as nature intended them to 
 
Page 24 Breeding Guidelines 
 
G15.3 (b) a bitch should be allowed to have a maximum of 5 litters in her lifetime until she turns 7 years of 
age when she should no longer be bred from and should have a maximum of 2 litters in any 18 months 
period which means for one of her cycles, she has a rest period. 
 
No defined number on the number of caesareans a bitch is allowed to have, yet it is invasive surgery and 
weakens the internal uterus, a vet should be able to report where a bitch has too many C sections in the 
best interest of her health 
 
There is no defined number of the number of breeding bitches or stud dogs allowed on anyone premises 
for the sole purpose of breeding puppies for sale by a sole registered puppy business.  Pet Shops will now 
be present in council areas where large scale breeding is allowed, a registered puppy farm, it means puppy 
buyers will now purchase from the puppy farm shop.  The claim is that this document is in support of the 
Governments election promise of the Stop Puppy Farming, yet whilst it has guidelines regarding care and 
documentation, it has put all of Dogs West ANKC members in the same basket, yet they have to abide by 
the well monitored membership Rules and Regulations, Breeding Standards,  number of litters allowed, 
register every puppy born irrespective of colour, meet health check guidelines required for breeds before 
litters can be registered, ie hip scores, DNA testing, Heart Clinics, breed surveys, eye certificates, have to 
microchip puppies before being registered, no inbreeding, we all sign to abide by our code of ethics  
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PART 3 

 
The reference that a Registered Business who is ASIC Registered and pays a fee, holds an ABN number with 
the ATO and declares income and is also registered with their Local Council as a licenced Boarding Kennel 
and has a limit of the number of dogs that can be on the premises as per their Local Council Regulations  
should be a separate entity to those that are a breeding facility or board dogs in a domestic suburban 
home and not licensed as a boarding kennel is 
A Boarding Kennel operates under totally different guidelines as dictated by their local Council in the 
structure of kennels via materials to build such a structure, have to apply to Planning Dept of their council 
to build such a structure, register and pay a yearly kennel licence fee, Water Corp and comply with Septic 
Waste or similar to dispose of kennel cleaning waste, to remove offsite the dogs solid waste as cannot go 
into a septic tank as does not break up if the property is on any Water Mound Resource area, has to have 
Public Liability Insurance and Kennel Building Insurance.  Council Planning Depts have a varied style of 
kennel that can be approved for use to house dogs, some are internal kennels only with no outside 
exercise areas this is to reduce the noise impact of dogs barking and are required to install airconditioning  
and have an extractor air flow system installed , whilst others require a brick structure with a separate 
sleeping area with an attached run all with concrete flooring and sloped to run excess water from cleaning 
into a septic system, the fencing is to be of a metal quality mesh that a dog cannot escape from and any 
outside additional large grassed exercise areas to be fenced appropriately to ensure the dogs cannot 
escape 
 
Looking at the size of the kennels minimum size guidelines: 
 
Page 34 Appendix 1 Enclosure and design 
 
The size of the kennels for a 40 cm dog in a recommended size 1.5 m2 and has the dogs sleeping bed in it is 
totally inadequate, did anyone take the time to measure out the size and put a bed in it and see how much 
space the dog has to move around in, to defecate or urinate in it and not run through it if empties out 
overnight, considering the recommendations about how to enrich a dog in a kennel situation the sizes 
recommended are appalling for all size dogs.  With the advent of no tail docking, a dog will be damaging its 
tail due to the lack of space to wag it, a dog in height can vary in so many ways depending on the breed, 
this is an ill thought out recommendation by people that have not done due diligence by visiting kennels to  
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see just how a kennel size should be.  We watch videos of kennels that show dogs in filthy conditions and 
comments are made about the size of the confined space they are in, yet a group of people have sat down  
and come up with these recommended size, even our councils recommendation is larger, our kennels are 
12m2 fully roofed so no rain, no sun in summer to heat up the floor space, doesn’t matter if it is a  
 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DOMESTIC DOGS 

 
Chihuahua or a Newfoundland boarding, it has room to lay in different areas, we totally object to the 
recommendation of the kennel sizes recommended even for a puppy breeding facility who will not mind as 
they can fit more kennels in and build a cheaper facility, I thought it was all about the welfare and mental 
health of the dogs, especially those confined who have no real stimulation, especially in a small area 
whether they be a small dog or a large one, they need space to move and stretch out 

 
APPENDIX 2 : MANAGING DOGS IN HOT WEATHER 
 
Caution should be made when recommending that ice cubes be added to their water bowl, ice cubes can 
break teeth and dogs if swallow a broken ice cube can cause damage to their throat or choke on them, 
they can be a health hazard if given and not supervised whilst eating them 
 
What would a veterinarian know about clipping a dogs coat, many would have no idea about the clipping 
of a dogs double coat, many dogs with a double coat suffer from hot spots that can be serious and of great 
discomfort to the dog, a dog that the owners cannot regularly groom and becomes matted means that the 
dog suffers if the vet says it is wrong to clip it off, a professional groomer or a breeder would be the ones 
to give advice, not a vet, a vet is a qualified medical practitioner for animals, not a qualified groomer or an 
animal behaviour specialist unless qualified 
Enrichment – Snuffle mats, they harbour bacteria unless washed daily with food building up in them and a 
dogs saliva, same with treat balls that people add peanut butter , vegemite and food unless thoroughly 
washed 
 
Where reference is made to a behaviour specialist, it should state one that holds a certificate/degree who 
has studied and recognised as one, many dog trainers state they are a behaviour specialist and are not, 
there are very few truly qualified behaviour specialist in Perth 
 
 
Some of the suggestions that have been made regarding carrying a First Aid Kit for the dog when jogging 
Speed bumps you should avoid when the dog is in the car, how when a number of councils are adding 
them to roads to slow down traffic, Bunnings have them, Shopping Centres also, they are every where 
 
These type of recommendations make a mockery of this Government Funded proposal of the  
Draft Standards and Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs in Western Australia 
 
Thankyou for the opportunity to do a submission  
 
Shirley and Michelle Briggs 
Merrybark Kennels 
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